[The distally based sural flap at the ankle and foot: complications analysis in a 27 cases study].
The distally based sural flap is widely used in foot and ankle skin and soft tissue repairs. It is described as an easy and reliable procedure. But in our experience, the flap necrosis was observed rather frequently. The analysis of this complication was the main goal of this retrospective study. The distally based sural flap has been used 27 times for skin repair at the foot and ankle. Twenty-six cases were post-traumatic. The success rate was 70%. Eight (mostly partial) necrosis occurred, one total necrosis lead to mid-leg amputation. In post-trauma reconstructions, this flap was not found so reliable. The rate of flap necrosis increases with age and comorbidities. No relationship could be established between the necrosis of the flap and its width. Heel and lateral localizations were found more risky. Technical modifications are discussed with a special focus on the two staged procedure.